U.S. TORNADOES 1930-74

This map shows the paths of 19,189 tornadoes which occurred in the United States between 1930 and 1974. Appreciation is due to Martha Hardy, Usha Sharma, Mariye Inouye, Michael Smith, Atsuo Kuki, Susan Shabica, Susan Yamins, Julian Sereno (of CJ), Edward Pearl, Gregory Forbes, Jaime Tecson, Thomas Unold (of CJ), Allen Pearson (NSSFCJ, Robert Wiles (NRCJ), William Shenk (NASA), NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE OFFICES in 48 states.
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Copies of this map can be obtained by sending 30 cents per copy to: TORNADO MAP, Office of T. T. Fujita, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637.